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Student found guilty
of Review disruption
James F. Morris Jr., one of 21 persons
arrested (or disrupting the May 18 ROTC
Review, was found guilty as charged
yesterday in Bowling Green Municipal
Court.
Morris' attorney Joseph Vidoli
changed the defendent's original plea ,if
"not guilty" and entered a plea of "no
contest" to the charge, suggesting a
dismissal of the entire case.
Campus Security Chief D. F. Shaffer

testified against Morris, identifying him
as one of the persons who went on the
parade area during the ROTC Review.
Shaffer said he identified Morris as a
participant in the protest on the field
through "photographs and by sight."
Vidoli then asked the Chief if he had
the photographs with him and Shaffer
said he did not.
Morris testified that he went past the
Review area about 4:15 and then

proceeded to his dormitory to look for
some of his friends. A student in his
residence hall told Morris his friends
were at the ROTC Review.
"Then I went back to the Review, and
by that time the crowd was on the field,"
said Morris.
The defendant said he followed the
crowd onto the parade field. He said he
had no idea at that time his action was
against the law.

Nixon:Talks may lead
to European troop cut
WASHINGTON (API - President
Nixon said last night that after current
consultations with allied nations the
United States will be prepared to move
forward to negotiations aimed at
balanced reductions in forces sUtioned
in Europe.
Asked at a White House new conference about Soviet suggestions for
negotiations or mutualtroop withdrawals,
Nixon said the 1'nited States is considering the topi, internally, and in
consultation with its allies.
He said after consideration in those
forums, the government will be prepared
to move forward to consider European

troop levels in negotiations.
Nixon said he has no plans now for any
travel to Europe or for meetings with
European leaders. "I will of course go
any place that I think would serve the
interest of our goal," he said, of reducing
the dangers to peace in the world.
Nixon also said the nation needs "a
national offensive" on the problem of
drug addiction, and one that will take into
account the particular problem of servicemen returning from Vietnam with
drug problems
The President declined to say whether
any agreements produced by the
strategic arms limitation talks would be

submitted to the Senate in treaty form.
He said any agreements involving offensive weapons "may or may not be at
the treaty level, it may be at the understanding level."
Asked what he would do about soldiers
coming back from Vietnam with heroin
addiction problems, Nixon said "It is not
simply a question of Vietnam veterans; it
is a national problem."
What is needed is a national offensive
on this problem, one that would take into
account the particular problem of
soldiers returning from Vietnam, where
it is a special problem because of
availability, Nixon said.

"I did not participate in the demonstration at all. I just went to find my
friends." said Morris.
In his concluding comments.
Municipal City Prosecutor John Cheetwood, said. "He (Morris) was there; he
was identified. I think because of this he
should be found guility."
Before giving his decision, Judge
Allan Bechtel told the court he believed
in lawful dissent and the right to protest;
however, "any group has the right to hold
lawful meeting and this groups' (ROTC)
rights were violated."
Judge Bechtel then declared Morris
guilty as charged for disrupting a lawful
assembly and fined him $25.
Three more University students were
arrested during the Memorial Day
weekend and two were arrested
yesterday, bringing the count up to 21.
Also charged with violating Ohio
Revised Code Section 3761.11 were:
Peggy Schmidt, 19. Elyria, Junior (A4SI;
Mark Dibiasio. 21, Shaker Heights,
sophomore, (Ed.); James Wilson,
Manchester, senior, (A&S); Alan
(Wally) Scheerer, 23, Wayne, New
Jersey, senior, (B.A.) and James
Negrelli, Cleveland, sophomore, (B.A.).
The remaining 20 persons who were
arrested and pleaded innocent to the
disruption charges, will have their cases
continued in Municipal Court on June 11.
In a statement released yesterday,
Dr. Otto Bauer, assistant vice president
of student affairs, said, "The University
Security department has completed its
investigation of the (rents surrounding
the May 18 ROTC Review. On May 26,
twenty-two affidavit for arrests were
filed in Municipal Court. One of the affidavits has yet to be served at this point
in time. No additional
warrants for
arrest are anticipated.''

iphoto by L. 0. FulUrlon

Views
exchanged

University President Holds A. Moore met
with the students who were arrested in
connection with May 18 disturbances and
their lawyers Friday afternoon. Dr. Moore
said that everyone who could be identified
in pictures taken at the ROTC Review had
been arrested. He denied that the arrests
were selective and that only the student
demonstration leaders were arrested.

Faculty meeting
ends in stalemate

N«wipholo by Marc, Lanz

We two

The gentleman's gentleman always walks his means of transportation in the presence of a pretty girl who just happens to be on
loot. Who knows? She just may know where to find that proverbial
"bicycle-built-for-two."

Security chief vows change

f

1

No arrests in class

Bale Shaffer, chief of campus
Kirity, announced yesterday that his
lirtment will not interrupt classes to
■rehend students in the future.
rshaffer's stetement came after the
lepartmen' received several complaints
/rorn instructors whose classes were
^interrupted last week by officers seeking
students charged with disrupting the
HOTC review.
; "We're going to avoid this procedure
p\ the future," Shaffer said.
He said none of his officers will be
'reprimanded for last week's actions, but
Si change in apprehension procedures
{1 be instituted.

m
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According to Shaffer, no officers
>red the classrooms to serve the
Cst warrants. He said officers conid the instructors and notified them
the arrests; then the students were
1 to leave the classroom.

DR. OTTO BAUER, assistant to the
vice president of student affairs,
yesterday apologized to an English class
interrupted by security officers last
week.
Officers were seeking George Macdonald, one of the 21 defendants, when
the interruption occurred.
Samuel Grogg, instructor of the class,
yesterday expressed dissatisfaction with
the promise that officers would wait until
the end of a class period to serve an
arrest warrant in the future.
"This is a pretty shallow promise,"
Grogg said.
"It doesn't insure
anything."
Grogg said he thinks there is no
guarantee that the promise will be
carried out. "My trust is gone. There's a
credibility gap now," he said.
HE SAID the irony of this particular

situation was his students were
discussing campus radicalism when the
class was interrupted.
"I appreciated Otto Bauer's apology
to my class," he said. But he added that
the apology was not enough.
"THERE MUST be some significant
action taken, but I don't expect action,"
he said.
A memorandum issued by President
Moore yesterday said that the "contact
with an instructor during a class session
was an action which we sincerely regret.
"Shaffer
has asked me to assure
you that these actions are not being
overlooked; they were in no way consistent with the respect for the classroom
which members of his force share,"
Moore continued.
"Neither do such
procedures contribute to the campus
climate we want to maintain here at
Bowling Green."

An unofficial faculty meeting last
night ended after an hour with no
decision on a list of charges and demands
concerning the recent arrests of
students.
The meeting was called to amend the
list drawn up by an unofficial committee
headed by Robert Steiner, graduate
assistant in English.
The main areas of discussion concerned the authority of Steiner to call a
faculty meeting and the legality of the
arrests. There was almost no discussion
of the charges and demands presented.
The list charged that the "methods of
identification and choices of arrest were
arbitrary and ill-conceived" and that the
use of "Campus Police to make arrests
severed normal channels of actions."

Dr. Reichert argued that he didn't feel
the civil liberties of the ROTC review
were disrupted. He added that "taking
students to court is so offensive, it's
obscene. The University has all the
power necessary to discipline students."
"The Administration has hurt this
University," he continued, "Nobody can
come out of this unscathed."
Dr. Thomas Anderson, associate
professor of geography, said he didn't
believe "anyone was arrested for antiwar views. The arrests came when preestablished agreements and ropes were
broken and students walked onto the
field."
A TEACHING FELLOW in English
reminded the assemblage that the issue
with the charges and demands presented

ON THE BASIS of the charges, the list
demanded "the immediate withdrawl of
all charges" against the arrested and
called for the resignations of Dale
Shaffer, chief of Campus Security, and
Derek Dickinson, assistant dean of
students.
One of the senior faculty members
pointed out that the faculty was notified
of the meeting by a flyer which announced it as a "meeting of all University Faculty."
The faculty member contended that
Steiner had no authorization to call a
meeting in that manner.
Steiner argued that he had intended it
as an invitation to interested faculty to
attend.
He then asked for three senior faculty
members to volunteer to form a committee to present the amended commission to President Hollis Moore.

Faculty members tapped

IN THE absence of other volunteers,
Dr. William O. Reichert, professor of
political science, volunteered to chair the
meeting, acting as a committee of one.
The question of the legality of the
arrest was discussed by another senior
faculty member who said that the issue is
"concerned with civil liberties-the due
process of law. Civil Liberties were
denied to the ROTC review by the
students who willfully disrupted the
review. The law took its course."

was the appropriateness of filling out the
warrants.
He said he assumed "what the Administration did was legal but highly
inappropriate and offensive."
The meeting ended with the passage
of a motion to suggest to President
Moore, the Faculty Senate, the Board of
Trustees and other appropriate bodies,
the appointment of an investigative
commission as a permanent functioning
commission to consider this and other
such actions.
Dr. Herbert Hollister, assistant
professor of mathematics said, as he left,
to "be sure to express how few regular
faculty members were present" and how
many disagreed with the purpose of the
meeting.

for vice-provost offices
Three veteran University faculty
members have been appointed to vice
provost offices in the University's new
reorganization plan.
Dr. Stanley Coffman, provost, announced yesterday the following appointments: Dr. George Herman, vice
provost for instruction and instructional
services; Dr. Charles A. Leone, viceprovost for research and graduate
studies; and Dr. Raymond J. Endres,
vice-provost for continuing education.
All appointments are effective July 1.
Still to be filled are vice-provost
positions for student affairs and for
educational development, pending
further screening of applicants.
In his new vice-provost post, Dr.
Herman will be' responsible for
"maintaining and improving all areas
which have a bearing on the classroom
instruction at this University," Dr.
Coffman said. These areas would include
audio-visual services and instructional
support offered by the library and by the
University's radio and television

stations.
Dr. Herman has been associate dean
of faculties since last fall. During the
past year he has been assisting the
School of Music in its early stages as an
independent school and also working
with the Ethnic Studies Program and
Freshman Experience Group.
He has also chaired the Fine Arts
Council which is coordinating and
developing fine arts activities on the
campus.
Dr. Leone will continu"' as dean of the
graduate school when he assumes his
duties as vice-provost for lesearch and
graduate studies. He will be greeting
the University's efforts to obtain funds to
support research activities.
As vice-provost, Dr. Endres will
continue to supervise the Bowling Green
academic centers at the Four County
Technical Institute near Archbold, at
Fostoria and Fremont, and the extension
programs at the centers and Firelands
Branch Campus.
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the hard-nosed system
By Terry Ward
Student Columnist

selective arrests
The long arm of the law strikes again.
Twenty one persons have been arrested to date for their
alleged participation in the May 18 disruption of the ROTC
Review--21 out of the estimated 500 protesters who
swarmed onto the review field.
Tne Administration insists the arrests have not been
selective. Anyone with enough evidence piled against him
is eligible for a date In Municipal Court.
And yet with the large number of security people observing the demonstrations and taking pictures with their
handy dandy Instamatlcs, it's rather strange that only 21
have been singled out their dastardly deeds.
Is the University really trying to uphold the letter of the
law by bringing charges against all those allegedly
responsible for the disruption?
Or is it merely using the demonstration and its subsequent arrests as an excuse to round up well known
campus activists and put a damper on their embarassing
activities?
We opt for the latter.
The University Is using the arrests as a not so-subtle
warning to students to behave themselves like nice,
obedient children should or else.
Although President Hollis A. Moore Jr. said last week
the arrests were not meant to inhibit personal freedoms on
this campus, the security department's small list of
winners is doing just that.
The Administration is telling the student body loud and
clear that it'd better toe the line from now on or else the
next wave of arrests may not be so wonderfully selective.

favorite son
U.S. Senator Robert Taft Jr. has offered himself as a
stand-in favorite son for the GOP presidential candidacy
on behalf of President Nixon.
Taft, number one good Ohio Republican, has supported
the Nixon administration throughout his career in the
Senate. Although his recent actions indicate this support
knows no limits, it's highly unlikely his announcement was
motivated entirely by an undying love for our president.
Taft is notonlya faithful Republican, he's also a shrewd
politician. His decision toarbitrarilychoose himself as the
state's favorite son is just one more move to gain control of
Ohio's Republican party.
Unfortunately, it could also mean a step in the direction
of the White House if President Nixon should decide to
dump everybody's favorite, Spiro T. Agnew, as his running
mate in 1972.
The last thing this country needs is another pro war
politician in the number two executive post.
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seem to pay any attention. But attention
he received-attention because he was
different-and most people around us
were reacting because he represented
negative preconceptions that most of the
people in the cafeteria probably held
about him and his generation. He was
one drop In the large sea-the sea of the
established system.
The youth proceeded to purchase a
small snack, with a few coins he had
stashed away in his faded and frayed
bells, and much to our surprise and ill-ofease, he soon occupied one of the few
remaining seats In the cafeteria which
was across from my partner and next to
me.
My friend and I sat there in silence as
the tempo of the conversation among the
rest of the people picked up. I casually
turned a small bit and got a good look at
the boy. A thick beard and untrimmed
mustache obscured his handsome, yet
troubled, concerned and searching face.
I asked myself what it was he must be
searching for.
The silence at our table was broken a
few minutes after the youth sat down
when my friend courteously said hello
and introduced himself.
The boy
returned the compliment and then I
followed suit. Small talk dominated our
conversation, over the cup of coffee we
offered him, for the first few minutes
until we asked him his destination.
"Australia, if I'm lucky," was his
response and then I pursued the subject

Crowds were exceptionally large that
evening at O'Hare as my associate and I
stood near the check-in counter at
American Airlines. Of course, it was a
Friday evening, and preceding a long
weekend too, so thoughts were varied
among what seemed to be the billion
people milling around us and the
thousand waiting in line before us
assumed were focused on getting home to
someone special after a long week. We
were no exception.
An almost everlasting 20 minutes wait
in the check-in line was rewarded only be
discovering that we could have preceded
20 minutes earlier directly to the
departure lounge where our San Francisco Flight was cheCKing-in passengers.
After obtaining directions from the
ground hostess, we rationalized that all
was not lost, however, as my friend and I
proceeded to the departure lounge
discussing the assortment of people we
had observed, especially the ones of the
fairer sex and clothed to certainly
enhance any natural attributes.
Once we exited from the zoo in the
main terminal, we slowed down a bit and
killed a little time. Wc had over an hour
before boarding, so my partner
suggested we grab a bite to eat and a
drink in the express cafeteria, as
cocktails and dinner would probably not
be served on the plane for about an hour
after take-off.
THE SNACK BAR we entered was
bustling with people, but seemed
somewhat to be an oasis in the desert
compared to the crowds in the corridors
and main terminal. After a week of
business conventioneering, with the
same martinis, the same cocktail sandwiches and the same people, what I had
ordered was very much....the same.
Between sips of our drinks and bite of
our sandwiches, we had time to hash over
the week's activities:
the new
managerial and production plans to
increase revenues-reduce costs, the
parties and the people. As we talked, I
became acutely aware of how the
cafeteria was becoming filled with
businessmen, Just like us, who seemed,
undoubtedly, to be discussing many of
the same subjects and looking as if they
too were exhausted from a week's convention and couldn't wait to go home and
see someone special or loved ones.
I could hear echoes of conversation
ranging from rising costs, to PR, to
Nixon's inflationary policies, to corporate finance plans, the "hot pants"
outfit over there and so on. We both
assessed the situation with indifferent
interest.

The Academic Council at its meeting
of May 19 charged the Curriculum
Committee of the College of Business
Administration to "examine the policy of
awarding credit for ROTC and that the
Committee also consider the question of
whether the aims and objectives of ROTC
are consistent with the objectives of the
University."
This action was consistent with the
Faculty Charter, and we believe reflects
trust in the Curriculum Committee that it
will review and assess ROTC in a
dispassionate, objective manner in which
all interested parties may present their
points of view. The Curriculum,Committee, in turn, has accepted the commission of the Council, and has accordingly established the following
procedures.

1 (.I.AM l-.l) casually at the doorway,
and my attention was held there. I
motioned to my friend to share my
glance, and he did. At the same time,
what was vocal chaos subordinated into a
dull roar as a long-haired, bell-bottomed,
tank-topped, sandal and back-packed
clad youth slumbered into the cafeteria
and waited in line.
"Look at the freak!" was the content
of what was hoped to be ambiguous
whispers from surrounding people, including my partner. A thousand eyes
must have been on the kid, but he didn't

1. INFORMAL COMMUNICATIONS
will begin immediately between Committee and interested members of the
University Community.
Formal
hearings will start after the opening of
the Fall Quarter when all members of the
Committee return to campus.
2. Members of the Community are
invited - we believe have a responsibility
- to prepare written statements which
will become the basis for the recommendations of the Curriculum Committee to the Academic Council. Written
statements are requested in order to

by asking why.

The youth explained that he was
simply giving up. Giving up a hard-nosed
system in America to find a hopefully
more fulfilling and receptive way of life
in Australia-and a chance to make it.
APPARENTLY THE chances in his
young life had been nil, but he had tried
to make it by standing behind the morals
and values by which he believed-but was
shut down by the "system." The youth
said he was tired of the bombings, of the
killings, of the wars, of racial problems,
of war profiteering, of political
propagandizing and of the rape of the
environment.
He continued to explain, as we sat there
in silence, that he had tried in college and
in employment to conscientiously advocate his humanistic ideals, but so
many times he and others were left
unheard. The boy claimed that nobody
would care, or listen.
We listened-probably the most Intense listening I have ever done. Images
and questions soon came to our minds,
and we began to think-could this as
easily be our sons?
All the youth wanted was communication But up to now, which was
really too late, nobody listened. So a
decent kid was giving up. Giving up a
family that didn't care, a business
system that didn't care, an educational
system that didn't care and a militarypolitical system that didn't care. He was

a future with nothing.
As businessmen, we were not naive to
the fact that we represented part of what
he was through with and couldn't communicate to. In as candid way as
possible, we attempted to convince him
of our sympathetic feelings and the
opportunities for change that are in
America. It was useless. Apparently the
youth had heard the same promises
before; and tried to utilize them, but
failed.
OL'R RAP SESSION could have been
endless, until my partner reminded me of
our departure time. As we were exchanging farewells, I heard the public
address echo. "American Airlines, final
call, for Astrojet Flight 102, Nonstop to
San Francisco
" Upon leaving, we
wished him good luck.
We were quickly on our way. As our
Jet taxied, I thought deeply about the last
hour.Here was anhonest and sincere kid,
not wanting to blow up any buildings, but
wanting to work within the system to do
good and initiate change. He was refused
the chance by the system. My thoughts
were deep because I knew I was part of
that system that wouldn't listen. Could
this be my son in ten years? The youth
was giving himself and America a final
call. A final call because nobody would
communicate and care-nobody would
listen.
As we neared takeoff, I prayed that
the youth would realize that at least two
men would.

examining the credit policy
By Dr. Raymond Barker
and Dr. Karl Vogt
Guest Columnists

protect the author against misunderstandings and misinterpretations that
may develop over the period in which
these statements are being accepted.
Statements will be accepted up to
October 31, 1971. This period should
provide people sufficient opportunities to
present their views. Statements should

let's hear from yovl
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. letters may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial. We ask,
however, that guest columns not
be written in direct response to
any other published editorial
item.
Letters should be a
maximum of 300 words,
typewritten.
We ask that
columns be no more than four
typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the
right to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with
respect to the laws of libel and
proper taste.
Letters and columns should
include the author's address
and phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News. 106 University Hall.

be directed to the Dean's Office, 112
Hayes Hall. All statements will be
reproduced and copies sent to the Student
Government Office and the Faculty
Senate Office.
3. All who have submitted statements
will be invited to appear before the
Committee in order to clarify any points.
4. ONLY INVITED GUESTS may
appear at Committee hearings.
Nevertheless, one representative each
from the Academic Council, Student
Government, and ROTC Departments
will be invited to serve as a continuing
observer.
5 Included in the scope of the study
are such issues as student desire for
ROTC programs of study, supervision of
ROTC, nature of ROTC course offerings,
academic preparation of ROTC faculty.
University support of ROTC programs,
student evaluation of ROTC faculty instructional competencies, instruction of
ROTC courses by non-ROTC faculty, use
of campus facilities for ROTC activities,
enrollment in ROTC offering by nonROTC students.
Committee members are Professors
Barker
(Marketing).
Browne
(Economics). Del Porto (Journalism),
Galliart (Quantitative Analysis and
Control), Green (Business Education),
Herbst
(Finance),
Waterhouse
(Management), and Wilson (Business
Law). Mr. Dennis Adams serves this
year as a student representative. Dean
Vogt is an Ex Officio member of the
Committee.

an open letter to dr. moore
As an alumnus of this university, and
as a frequently attending graduate
student, I hereby take issue with your
decisions in regard to the arrests made
today of the students involved in the
abortive President's ROTC Review.
Your decisions appear arbitrary and
vindictive.They are exceedingly naive in
breadth. And they cannot better intercommunications within this citycampus community.
Even former
President William T. Jerome would have
been amused by your actions.
To arrest one sorority girl who claims
she wasn't at the review, to resort to
photographic surveillance of a crowd, to
"sneak" your intents UV night before to

various "ears'; to permit Safety Director
Zink's paranoia to influence your
derisions: well, sir, these are not the
excellence we had been expecting from
you, the educator.
And most importantly: hadn't anyone
consulted with you on the obvious
disaster which is prone to arrests two
days before a regularly scheduled
recess?
This quarter was almost finished.
There would've been relative peace and
serenity on this campus in the ensuing

weeks. The peacenik's "Spring Offensive" was over. Almost all students
were content to rest upon their past
actions. Now. this action will surely
tempt additional hassles.
The past seven years at Bowling
Green have been connoted as basically
peaceful, nonviolent and productive
years. There have been few issues which
have called for any techniques similiar to
the ones you've chosen. Those issues
have been resolved, and those resolutions
have bettered the university's name.

justice, bg style
Justice in Bowling Green is certainly intriguing, if not exactly fair. Thursday
morning, my English class was disrupted by two uniformed police officers who came
to arrest me. After this incident, the class never was able to resume as before. What
was I charged with? Disruption of a legal activity.
The manner of my arrest was bad enough, but why I was even arrested at all is
what actually bothers me. According to Dean Dickinson, who swore out the warrant
for my arrest, I was instrumental in disrupting the KOTC Review of May IB. That was
nine days ago; if my behavior at the Review was so illegal, why was I not arrested
sooner? Furthermore, I was not even questioned during that time period. I heard
nothing from any official source until my arrest. Somehow, something seems terribly
wrong and unfair about such procedure.
Dr. Bauer said that the arrests were fair since those of us who had been sleeping in
front of Memorial Hall for two weeks had received police protection. Either Dr.
Bauer is a fool or he is a liar. That simply is not ture. Only once a complaint of ours
was acted upon, when some construction workers threatened an attack on us. One
night early during the sit-in, two cars continually charged at us as the police watched.
Three times during our last week there, we had eggs, water, and vinegar thrown at
us. The third time I went to campus security to file a complaint. Instead of my
complaint being acted upon there, I simply received rude and abusive treatment from
the woman at the desk. Later, two officers did come out, but no action was taken.
One more question about the arrests plagues me. Where are the outside agitators
Dr. Bond talked about? I challenge him to produce them or admit that his statements
were untrue.
The arrests were one more example of the double standard of American Justice.
Illegal action by the right is ignored while legitimate dissent is punished in very
questionable ways. I think a lot of students are beginning to realize this, and I really
appreciate the support we have received from other students.

'. . . BUT WE ARE WORKING HARD AT AN HONORABLE SOLUTION. REMEMBER THAT OUT
THERE IN THE COMBAT ZONE!'

Bowling Green had an enviable position
in educational circles.
But you've reneged. And I'm extremely upset.
(So upset that I'm
refusing to correct any grammatical or
typographical errors!)
Maybe you've a faulty image of this
university. And I, of course, would like to
explain the situation to you, because I
believe in this school and I care about its
direction.
I'm the oldest surviving columnist
from the BG News. Without making any
other claims, I know, without a doubt,
that your actions have been a retarding
agent to this university's health.
Are you trying to "shut-down" this
university? Are you afraid of the
students and their actions? Do you
believe in your heart that this school i
"needs to be taught a lesson no one'11 j
forget?"
This off-handed, arbitrary action hasj
no positive benefits. It can only brig
more trouble.
Hasn't anyone explained to youj
another former university pr
proceeded as arbitrary as you've d<j
And that he was castigated by his |
his administrators, his students? '
resigned under extreme mental har
and ill-feelings? That he was forced \
"recuperate" in a nursing home?
The quick solution is usually the mo
inappropriate one. You, seeminglj
have chosen the quick solution.
It's a decision which won't succeed I
the courtrooms. Its a decision whic
terrifies the classrooms.
It doesn't even make political sense]
I wish you sincere good luck in
future. And I also wish you mt
wisdom. I don't know how you're gd
to repair this breach of confidence.!

Yours i

George Macdonald
lMBromfield

Fred Za|
426 S. :

^ |

*

.
*

'
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Darrow only half-filled

Coed dormitory requests low
By Kathl Hatton
Issue Editor

Guerrilla
theater

Poor student response has
thrown an unexpected monkey
wrench into plans to establish
a coed living unit in Darrow
Hall next fall.
According to Miss Fayetta
Paulsen, associate dean of
students, housing requests for
the dormitory have equaled
only half of the hall's capacity.
Although the dormitory is
designed to house 340
students, only 100 men and 71
women have
requested
Darrow Hall as their first
choice.
"We're surprised not more
students have requested the
N«wa*h«t« by R«lth M»if«,
coed dorm. It must have been
a vocal few that told us there
A member of a speech class taking part in a guerrilla theater
was a great interest in such an
yesterday twirls about, to the amusement of fellow actors. The
arrangement," Dean Paulsen
group performed early yesterday afternoon on main campus.
said.
SHE SAID her office had
received no reaction from
either parents or alumni on
plans for the coed dormitory.
"It seems no one is aware of
the plan's existence," she
said.
Dean Paulsen said reasons
profit basis, obtaining goods use of the Men's Gym for a junior A&S), Doug Heikken,
directly from the factory and rock concert. Plans to sell hot sophomore (B.A.), Terry for the limited response could
thereby eliminating the dogs also had to be cancelled Baker, junior (A&S), and
middle man, Potter said.
when the group could not meet SteveSchrickel, junior (B.A.).
"We are now in the process
PLANS CALL FOR the Co- the necessary sanitation
of printing membership cards
op to set up headquarters in a requirements.
A board of directors has which will be on sale this week
yet-to-be-located building to
Mem- for $1," he said. These cards
sell products ranging from also been elected.
toothpaste to clothes and bers are: Dave Dalton, will entitle persons to buy
With the arrival ot warm
sophomore
(B.A.), Joel products at the Co-op store weather, the University
books.
Initially the group met Walsak, Potter, sophomore! A and will be good for the entire Symphonic Band and the
resistance to its money raisin? isi. DaveLekfo, sophomore year. Potter said students, University Chorus have
plans when the University (A&S), Connie Gallant, fresh- faculty and staff members decided to revive the timeless
administration denied i' the man, (A&S), Martha Hay, will be the onlv ones allowed to tradition of the outdoor
purchase memberships.
concert.
At 7 p.m. this evening, the
ANYONE HOLDING student musicians, under the
membership in the Co-op will direction of Mark i'c:'.ey
also have voting privileges.
University bands director,
Plans are also being made to and Timothy Morris, chorus
issue stock in the Co-op at $5 a conductor, will present an
share but the stock must be open-air concert at the Forum
landlord.
become more
service- registered before it can be of the Student Services Bldg.
sold, Potter said.
The program is to include a
"I want to have a good oriented.
Even though there has wide range of contemporary
basis (or recommending an
"Because of a surplus of
apartment to people," he said. apartments, several com- been a very positive response band music, selections of
The questions asked the plexes are having trouble to the Co-op program, Potter
student to rate the landlord, renting. Students have lots of said that people are still
the lease and the general apartments to choose from," needed to help plan fund
raising events and other accondition of the apartment.
he said.
The efficiency of »he landlord
Misamore added that there tivities.
Co-op membership stocks
in making repairs, and are going to be more comtoday
suggestions for improvements plexes built next year but with will be sold
are also covered in the the enrollment leveling off at through Friday on the steps in
front of the Union, and in
evaluation.
15,000 "they're just not going
University Hall in front of Joe.
to have the kids."
MISAMORE SAID he
Graduate students were E. Brown Theater.
hopes the forms will be useful not included in this survey
to help improve landlord- because of difficulty with the
student relations
computer print-out but ad"The housing situation in ditional copies of the
forms
are
Bowling Green is such that evaluation
landlords
with
bad available at the Housing
evaluations will have to Office.

Student Co-op incorporated
After a month-long series
of organizational growing
pains, the Student Co-op has
become an official corporation.
Mark I, Potter, cochairman of the Co-op, said
the group received its approved articles of incorporation from the State
Attorney General's office last
Wednesday.
The Student Co-op was
founded to operate on a non-

Students, previously at the
mercy of the off-campus
housing "establishment", now
have the opportunity to officially <w-,ui»nd or condemn
theii respective landlords.
According
to
Bruce
Mis.imore. Shi-lent Housing
Association (SHA) coordinator, full-time off-campus
undergraduates should have
received landlord evaluation
forms, published by the
Housing Office, by last
Saturday.
These forms, when completed, will be compiled into
comparative and individual
result sheets which will be at
the students' disposal in the
Housing Office.
The landlord evaluations
are part of what Misamore
calls the "whole apartment"
concept of supplying students
with information.
IN THE PAST Housing
office had offered students
informa'*"" about the average
cost of iood )ff-campus, the
rental rale structure and
average utility costs, he said.
The evaluations are an
attempt to further the
students' knowledge of
prospective landlords and
apartments as well as the
landlords' knowledge of the
feelings of future tenants.
Misamore stressed the
importance of evaluating the
good and bad points of a

ALPHA CHIS ARK
LOVIN'
THEIR BIGS
Renee M.
Kim
Lee
Corky
Leana
Beffy Jo
Claudia
Candy

Sue
Peggy
Betty
Mary Jo
Finn
Rence G.
Jan
Sharon

THE NEW ISSUE
of

INKSTONE
UNDERGRADUATE LITERARY
MAGAZINE

>•

IS NOW BEING
SOLD IN

i

■<,

RA's and several students
assigned to the unit, has
already met to discuss expectations and programming
plans for next year.
Miss Barbara Keller,
assistant dean of students,
said programming will be "as
flexible as possible."
"WE WILL work with the
students as to what their
expectations are. I don't think
anyone is interested in so
structuring the program that
the student can't get anything

out of it," she said.
The steering committee
will serve through the first
three weeks of the fall
quarter, at which time a
governing body formed by the
residents will take over.
Anyone Interested in
making a request for Darrow
or changing a first choice
preference to that hall should
contact the Housing Office, 133
Administration Bldg., by June
7. Parental permission to live
in the unit is not required.

University band, chorus
schedule outdoor concert

SHA mails landlord evaluation form
in attempt to increase student info
By Ann Hofbauer
Stall Reporter

be varied. "I don't know if it's
lack of Information or Interest
or if It (the plan) is too new.
Perhaps students want to see
what happens before they sign
up," she said.
"Those who chose to live in
Darrow will make it or break
it for coed housing here in
future years," she added.
No one will be assigned to
the dormitory unless he or she
has requested it, she said. If
the unit cannot be filled, it will
return to its original status as
a men's dormitory.
MEN WILL be assigned to
the top two floors of the dormitory and women to the
bottom two floors.
General policies for the
operation of all residence
units will apply, including 24hour visiting rights among
residents.
Dennis F. Sanvely, now
Bromfield Hall director, will
be Harrow's hall director. A
woman graduate student, as
yet unappointed, will serve as
his assistant. One resident
advisor (RA) will be assigned
to each floor.
A steering committee
made up of the hall's staff,

UNIVERSITY HALL
11:00 TO 4:00 PM

Alfred Reed, R.R. Bennett,
Carl King and music from
Broadway.
THE
UNIVERSITY
CHORUS will perform
selections
by
Richard
Rodgers, among
other
composers.
The concert's finale will
find the groups performing the
"Battle Hymn of the
Republic."
The concert is free and
open to the public. In case of
rain, the performance will be
cancelled.

BURGER CHEF

i—ii ■—ii ii— i ii—ii ■■—■ - _\\-\_-u_\<- _\—**—m~~**~*m~—I

Welcomes
Everyone For

This Special
5
FOR

CHEESEBURGERS;
BURGER

$1.25

CHEF
RESTAURANT
WE ALWAYS TREAT
YOU RIGHT
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HERE'S
WHY
HUNDREDS OF BOWLING GREEN
STUDENTS ARE SHOPPING
fnr*T CrOT
^■"A* ■ ^^•^■*f ■

WHY DON'T YOU CHECK,
COMPARE AND SAVE TOO?

Financial Aids
By Margaret V. Judah

34 llllliMllll.il.

ACROSS
I Clothe.
5 Confer, .is
9-1).
10 Part of
ronimencciurnl K<<rb:

The Financial Aid Office
i bad originally intended to
notify rising Juniors and
seniors concerning their
requests for assistance for the
1(71-72 academic year prior to
the end of the current quarter.
The federal government,
| however, has not yet notified
the University of the
allocation for all of the various
federal aid programs.
When this notification is
received from the Department
of Health, Education and
Welfare, the Financial Aid
Off ice will review the requests
for assistance.
Students should receive
Information around the end of
June. Rising sophomores will
receive notification after
grades for the freshman year
are reported by the Office of
the Registrar.
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The Alpha Gams are glad to
see sweet heart Sue Seneeman
bring "Sunshine" to the Alpha
Sig House, too!

Peggy It's great having you
for a little rig. Keep your spirit
up- Delta Zets hiv. Barb

Needed- 1 tickets
lor
Graduation
In Memorial
Hall-will pay, call Jesry 354.
Inexpensive" men's bake In
good running cond 36*-*464
Need M. roommate for Fall
Quarter.
Csll
371-5*00
Need! 1 F. Sept-June Block
off camp. SSVmo M1-0S41
WANTED: One male tor nest
year at Winthrop South Call
Bill STa-IM or Jim J5W05*
Needed: 1 MBA's for 4 msn
apt st Campus Manor (behind
Burger Chefi from Sept to
June with 1 other MBA's call
352-0*44 after 4
PERSONALS
Fall free room and board In
exchange for babysitting sad
light housework
Transportation needed. WS-7M2
not loaf distance)
Freah Kitties-Free for the
asking. Contact SpineUl,
Room 3M Henna Hall Kittens
weaned assi ready Is go.
Available Jane 3 or 4

Buy an Inkstone today
Little
Debbie
Scheeti.
together ws will seek the
heights Alpha Chi love, B.J.,
Debbie. Anthena 4 Barb
Buy an INKSTONE today
CongratulaUon Gary KKW on
doing the hat trick In
volleyball
Jan: You're the greatest big
under the moon. Gamma Phi
lav,
Linda

nnnnci

DropOut Drop In Spend Fall
Quarter studying "Personal
and Social Values." M bra.
credit. Co-op living. Financial
Aid Call Neil Brows, 371-MM

Every Monday. SPAGHETTI,
tender Spaf Mar with meat
sauce, grated cheese, tossed
salad, fresh root 4 butler.
11.10. Every Wednesday.
CHICKEN, golden fried
Chicken, crisp cole slow,
french fried potatoes, fresh
roll a butter, lies. Every
Friday, FISH, deep fried
Fillet, french fried potatoes,
crisp cole slaw, tartar sauce,
fresh roll 4 butter. II.M. BIG
N South Main
See Vatan's for Use perfect
Grad gift. If ire don't have It,
ire will do our best to gel It.
Vslan's 100 N. Main
ir s «' Holly Psrk Mobile
Home, with tool shed, lot 76
Gypsy Lsne Trailer Court.
352-58(8
1SS4 10' I 56' Scbult Mobile
Home, 3 bedroom, screened In
patio, i utilities bldg, skirting,
fura. dish-washer, washer 4
dryer, other pluses 153 Gypsy
Lane Trailer Court.
In the Village: brick 4
aluminum 3 bedroom ranee.
fully carpeted. l'i bath,
range, refrtg, dish washer 4
disposal, gsrsge. Under
111,000.
151-0140
Guaranteed cure-all
for
summer cottonroouth! Beer
Up refrigerator with E-Z tap
and full C02 tank. Holds halfbarrels tTVour price-cheap.
Call Jim or Snake 352-7*05

Rose, to the great "little"
Good luck on finals DZ love.
"Big "Unda

Classical Guitar 4 isle $50
good condition. Call 372-32X

INKSTONE

Spring and Summer clothes,
cheap. Call 371-43*6

BUY
AN
TODAY
What's s
volleyball*

hat

trick

In

Congrats to JO and FRANK on
your engagement • the PHIS
Yss DONNA! - Congrats on
MORTAR BOARD tapping the PHIS
My question now is. who the
lack
Is
Gary
Kidd'
Congrats to SANDS C. sa
pksdgins PHI PSI little sasesthePHJS
Fang-To my sew "tag tooth"
you're the greatest' PM love
and mine. Little Nancy
To Bwtch-Thani far a great
ume at the Gate' Year s
fantastic Big Brother' Little
sis Kris
Flame on PM Taaa 4 keep
draining that ''■rasa gabtet."
the DZ Pledgee
FOR

1

Miller.

BUSINESS
OPPORWrWTUTS

Need Graduation tickets - will
pay. call 904-45*5
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CRYPTOGRAM — Lois Jones
V HKASI Ktl

?|» 6 E S
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To my Moroccan Prince see
you In Paris. Love, your
German Plinceea

WANTED

,0

I II I'.AI'

SALE

OR

RENT

Pup tint used ones. 351-0611
ALL YOU CAN EAT ..Served
from 11 Saw) M 7:M pm.

Air conditioner. Emerson,
10,0** BTU Used only 1 mo.
352-1612 after 4

V K I I.

tSRYOM

V i:

'06 VW. 62 engine, best otter.
Greg, 351-*0*3
Flat 159. 19*0. asking 11*00.
csll 3*3-3*13
*3 Corvair re-built engine
good transportation 11M 352
0*45
IMS » Sasaki MUST SELL,
cheap 3*3-7*43

w high per. cam. headers.
rune good. Asking $550 Call
Bob 354-OS21

MUST SELL:-*7GTX conv j-

win
one brand new apt left for 4
students Newlovr Apia Call

'« VW Notch back, radio, gai
heater.
352-0200

352-5161

1909 Falcon ronvertablc 4
speed, buck, seats. $115 3725St2

M roommate for 2 man apt
Summer
354-3S42

M VW

reasonable 353-3462

Apt for rent summer 2 girl
students New 2 bedroom, air
cand, turn, orivate sun deck.
353-1711 for appointment
1.2. 3 F. house for summer
•50 JS1-7771
Marrieds, Singles. Grade.
Undergrade. Need housing'*
Call Pendleton Realty, S33M1
2 man apt for rent for sum. or
yr. turn, utilities pd. N.
Summit 353-6545
Apt to sublet summer. Furn.
end slr-cond. Umv Cts 3527193
Winthrop Terrace now renUng
for Summer 4 Fail terms.
2,3.4 man apts furr.. sir cond,
pool,
laundromat,
400
Napoleon Rd. ph 351-9135
between *sm-t:30pm Special
sum rates for marrieds.
CHEAP! June Free. Air-cond
Apt. Nice View, etc $100 for
6-14 to 9-1 call 351-023$
Summr- Savings-ISO gets air
cond. furn, st near campus
Trude 352-66S4
Houses for 2-3-4 students
Summer only, nesr csmpui
Phone 352-71*5

2 F. roommates needed for 4
man apt. sum, qt, near pool
$35 per mo. June free call 15517
large two br. funlshed apts.
Full |«t bath, t mo lease. 3 or 4
msn apt. Csll 359-3*41, Pendleton Realty.
Needed! 1 females or 4 persons to sublet apt! H but from
camp. Call 313-178

1*71 4*0 Herd., call 3*1*154
17 Triumph Spitfire, vary low
mileage, new tires, wire
wheels, tonnsau cover Body 4
engine esceUenl No rust. 351•375 after 7 pea

si M POI.I.Y.

Yesterday's cryntograin: Low of horseflies
fin people lias never created rt-ri|H-orul
devotion.

ATTENTION!
Married
Couples! Need housing* We
Matching engagement and welcome you. Stadium V IEW
wedding rings. Good bargain Apts Til law
Phone 372-5*15
Brand new deluxe 2 bedroom
10 speed bike. Like new. Sony apt available tor lease from
I track cartridge recording June IS, 1971 to August 11,
deck 352-5449
1171. Furnished, carpeted, gss
heat and air conditioning, $160
*0 Plymouth runs good. Best per month, all utilities paid
offer over HO JM-SSM
escpet electricity ph 351-7311

:

VHM'i

Y

1:11-1

Faculty member leaving for
Albuquerque, after finals. If
need ride, pan or >ll the way,
call 971*4*, leave message

SAI.K.S men 4 women wanted,
earn 1100 to 1900 a month part
Ume this summer. More
ambitious people wanted full
Ume work can earn $500 to
per mo. Do nsl have to
live in this erea. Call after 4.31
353 4371 ask for Rick Farthing

53 Miilliiun —.
5li I'ncookcil

KJQI RIN]AlT

CRiliHlEBc ulyllH A
MUID QM

Whit Is Rsdlcsl Korum' Find this out snd the scuons we
can take, tonight at 1:00 In the Wayne Room of the Union
Free
our
brothers
and
Helen'

Need s summer Job* Good
money, travel, living quarters
outdoor amusement business,
phone 354-5103

form.

51 Letters.
S3 Anglo-Saxon
slave,

5«

HOOD

nrann nnro nniii

Bowlinf Green University Chores 4 Syasskaaslc Bud
Outdoor Concert, Mirk S. Kellsy. conductor. 7:00 pm.
Korum Of Student Services Bids

DESPERATE: 1 sals need
ride to 4 from NYC. June I
after 5pm. Call Marina 14364

40 Nisuvow.

Soli linn of Yrslerdsy's I'uille

June J, 1*71

or

48 Army group.

50 Kqual: comb.

Field Enterprises, Inc., 1971

uendllures.
in Inversions.

CALENDAR

RIDES

actress.
44 Purl or 10-A:
sing.
40 Dimmer.
47 'lluttons
und —."

_
11
|

-*®*~ CLaSSIFIED
CAMPUS

group.

43 Bnajush

;;
"

4 1

■
|°

41

:<H

41 — rule.
42 (jinimenceiiuni honors
him.
44 Worries.

1

9

■

31

vnr.

"Just Jan", a series of 10
half-hour programs produced
by WTTW In Chicago for the
Public Broadcasting System
(PBS), will be aired Wednesdays at 8:30 p.m. on
Channel 70.
The show, which began
May 26, has featured pianist
FJrroll Garner In his debut on
public television, and will
continue In succeeding weeks
with such artists as Dexter
Gordon, Gene Ammons,
James Moody, Ray Nance and
Bobby Hackett.
The setting for all the
programs will simulate a
nightclub including a studio
audience. There will be no
host or narrative; the performers will briefly be introduced by voice-over in the
opening segment, and any
other spoken commentary is
by the musicians themselves.

■

7

"

n

11

Russian
river.
39 Rounded
parts: si.
4ii Routine.

37 Conveyors.

,!

1

26 Old-Mine

Channel 70
schedules
'Jazz' series

.

nVscrTCS.

SWl-lllllli.

41 Helixious

12 KiiKl.-h
aialesman.
13 Mediocre.
21 Hulue call.
23 A long time.
25 Kuro|>ean
capitul.
20 Jnraon.
27 Red or blue.
28 Addis—.
29 Hour: Seol.
30 Nostril: l.nl.
31 — Winds,
32 Shoe purls.
34 Horn sounds.

receive one.
5 Fall lowers.

some,
57 Kiln.

14 I I i plumes.
15 Hihlir.il

11 Athena.

(>2 Twist.
03 Killed.
DOWN
1 Scoff.
2 Jai —.
3 Wedding —.
4 42-A might

PUZZLE

assistant-, traits
Still pending

NEEDED"
URGENT-4
persons or 2 females to sublet
apt-4 but from campus for 7172 year Call 343-2723
Apt for lease summer. June
rent free $50 a month. Call
352-0154
To rent for Summer Room tor
2 student. $50 each. Kitchen
facilities. Contact Abendra
354-4931
URGENTLY NEEDED I M
roomate for sum. qtr. A-C. 4
block from campus $50-month
352-7221
Faculty member wishes to
sublet apt for summer to 1 or 2
faculty or Grad students Call
35241278 after Spm
2 msn furn Greenvlew Apt to
sub sum Best offer acceptec
352-7671
SPEND THE SUMMER AT
GREENVIEW. 2 msn spl.
furnished, pool, reduced rent.
JUNE FREE Call 354-9961
Apartments
4
Rooms,
Summer across from CAMPUS Phone 351-7165
Urgent! Apt to sublet summer. Greenvlew. June Free.
$17 50 all summer 352-7*57
9-4 girl spt to sublet WinthropII 25 June July August pool sir
conditioning Call 3524055
2 f rmts. $50 June, own
brdnns MMM
1-2 M rmts for GreenvM
Apts. 1100-summer
2 girls for summer qtr J
conditioned MO for EN
SUMMER,
3521 bdrm 2 man apt to sublel
summer; air cond Greenvll
Apts Call 354-9151 after 5.
3 bedroom house for 1
sublet I140-mo 1444142 (a
llpm
Need F. roommate forf
summer 2-man apt. pool :

Mi
2 single rooms for young men J
For Spring or Fall. SSWllTf
Want help? Call *-*
Counseling Center MO

Wanted 1 M. to sublet Winthrop Sth. Apt. for Summer.
Only $100 end June paid' Air
cond. pool. Call Mike or John
after *pm 9417179

BEYOND THE ORDINA
Custom Engagment I
PHILIP MORTON,
temporary Jeweler, 112|
Wooster

Apt evallable for Fsll: Just

'st VW, excellent, eitrae. I
3*3-735*
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Court slams Cincinnati law

FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE
TIME OF
EXAMINATION |

MONDAY 1
JUNE 7
1

TUESDAY
JUNE 1

7:45 a.m. to
9:45 am
.

B
BD24

A
A, B4
A. B24
AC, BD3

10:15 a.m. to
12:15 p.m.

K
KLl. K
LN1. KM
KM, LN5
K, L15

C
C. D4
C, D24
AC, EG

1:00 p.m. to
3:00 p.m

L
LN14

D

3:30 p.m. to
5:30 p.m.

B

7:00 p.m. to
9:00 p.m.

PR35

T. TVV'XI
VW14
VWX1
VW13
Educ. 352

WEDNESDAY
JUNES

THURSDAY
JUNE 10

H
FH25

F
FH13

G
HI. G
H2. G
H12, G

J
I

BD35

M
NI, M
M. N14
M, N15

E
FI, E
FI2, E
FH2. EG

PR14

N
LN25

8OQ, NP4

S, TVWX2
VWX2
VW24
QAC 160

TVWX4
VWX4

Cuba readies release
of 68 hijack victims
WASHINGTON (API-The Czechoslovakian Embassy in
The United
White House said yesterday it Washington.
has been informed by foreign States does not maintain
diplomats that Cuba will diplomatic relations with
release today a hijacked Pan Cuba.
There had been widespread
American Airways plane and
its 68 passengers and crew speculation that the Pan Am
members detained in Havana plane and those aboard were
being kept in Havana as
since Saturday.
Press Secretary Ronald L hostages for the release of
Ziegler said this word came four Cuban fishing boat
from the
Swiss Embassy captains who have been held
in Havana . and
the inFlorida on charges of fishing

Skibbie to present proposal
to study 'town-gown' relations
Bowling Green Mayor F. committee would try to
Gus Skibbie plans to present a determine if discrimination
proposal to City Council next exists and if so, where and
Monday to establish a com- why.
He said that some of the
mittee to study relations
between the University and student complaints are valid,
the city.
but he cannot believe some of
The committee, which them.
would be composed of
Although a growing gap
students as well as community
members, would
study between the townspeople and
charges of discrimination the University has been
against University students. reported, the Mayor said he
The Mayor said the does not believe one exists.

"TERRIFIC 20."

in American waters.

ZIEGLER, WHEN asked
whether the Cuban fishermen
would
be
released
simultaneously with the
return of tbe American air
liner, referred such inquiries
to the State Department.
Some sources said they
understood Cuba had not
connected the fishing incidents and the hijacked air
liner. The Cuban fisherman
were arrested last Wednesday.
The air liner was hijacked
Saturday on a flight from
Caracas to Miami.
A Pan American Airways
spokesman said in Maimi that
the plane might have been
held in Havana because of the
arrest of the Cuban boa'
captains.

ISTANBUL (API - Police
broke into the apartment
where two young terrorists
were holding a 14-year-old girl
hostage yesterday, freed the
girl in a three minute gun
battle and wounded the two
youths, one fatally and the
other critically.
The girl was rescued
uninjured but hospital officials reported she was being
treated for shock. The girl,
Sibel Erkan, was at first
reported by the hospital to
have been wounded.
The two youths, Huseyin
Cevahir and Mahir Cay an,
were wanted for the kidnapmurder of Israeli Consul
General Ephraim Elrom.

Congratulations
Bromfield

SHINE ON JACQUE!
We're proud of you as
our 1st runner-up in the
Miss BGSU Pageant!

Notional YMCA "Skin & Suba"
Diving Courses Offered
BOWLING GREEN
UNIVERSITY POOL
(Stud & related college
personnel) S22.50
Sign Up at Class

offers art work
for Union display

FOSTORIA YMCA
Sign up at Y
member S25 CO.nonmem S35.00

toen
4 Books (or 10.00
44 games of Putt-Putt
reg price 75< game
save over 50c game

Putt-Putt

1033 S. Main

PUTT-PUTT BOOK PASS
COUPON

Congratulations
Married:

at 11:30

ELLIOTT
GOULD

THEATR

Behind every

h«

"successful" man is an
nderstanding woman..
or two... or three!

at 7:15, 9:15
Sot Sun Mat 2:15, 4:15

G

A domineering
husband

MIGHTIEST
MOTION
PICTURE OF
THEMALL

Engaged:
Chris cV Jcanm
Hawk 6: |ud\

can make
a wife rebel

diary
off a mad
housewife

"I LOVE MY...
j WIFE" * [R
BRENDAVACCARO
ANGEL TOMPKINS

Gerry 6: Lisa

Don &• Dcnisc
Chris 6V Jeanne

PrcEngagcd:

Goose & Dome
Jim & Analie
Dave & l.i;

Burr & Ling

Speaker & Missy

L-n altered:
Abbott & flrcnda
Poo & Nancy
9tevc & Tcrri
Dave & Mary
Robin (t Knthy

HCMNICOIOR 13 FJD *»•

MUJDBNEY^iifSVBiF
»> >\

The Brothers of
nchard benjamin
frank langella
carrie snodgress

ANNUAL
SWEATSHIRT
SALE
Sweatshirts, Sweaters
TShirts
Nities & Jackets
Priced to go fast

Ralph 6; Judc

Pinned:
Paul &■ Connie

39Vlc)cJVW

S3I&4V, SkMfrtp'c.Vvicfc* N;

Offer Good With Coupon

Gabc & Jeanne

£^tw-ife6gjjg>

7~ j

Special sale on
Family Books

Biompcr 6V Connie
Now Showing

subs.

PUTT-PUTT
BOOK PASS OFFER

ITS THE TOPSY TURVY WORLD OF

QHaOfHH

fu+S«m# Spice lioca«nr/',£a

•H

Tues. June 8
6:30 p.m.

LEARN ABOUT "INNER SPACE"
ALL Equipment Furnished
Further Information

at 9:30

Wednesday and Thursday

made the

Class S24.00

Champs!
NOW SHOWING

AMERICAN UNION OF
STUDENTS
400 South Dlvl lion
Ann Arbor. Mich. 48104
Phono: (313) 663 3152

9-J2 and 1-4

GAMMA PHI

6:30 p.m.

Call 943-2564 after 5:00 p.m.

,REtN OHIO

with Ih. Am«iican Union
of Sluatnli SPECIAL
stud.nt for.t to ond
throughout Europ....
DISCOUNTS on lodging,
rrwali, .rtt.rtolnm.nt..
AUS t.rvic. cont.ri In
major oli.i

that is! Congratulations!

Mon. June 14

B.C. Opens at 7:45
Cartoons at 9:15

422 SS

Student-Grads
Travel

"Board," Mortar Board

-

NAPOLEON HIGH

ALL-CAMPUS
SOFTBALL

THE ANTIWAR protester,
Dennis Coats, was arrested
Dec. 7, 1967. outside draft
headquarters In Cincinnati.
The workers, James Hastings,
Wendolf\>aylor, Arnold Adams
and Clifford Wyner, were
arrested April 11, 1968. while
picketing the Whiteway
Manufacturing Co.
Officials said Coats was
interfering with pedestrian
traffic and was uttering "loud
and boisterous remarks." The
four workers were alleged to
have blocked the path of a
moving truck.
The Ohio Supreme Court
had upheld the ordinance.

Sorority Fall Rush
Sign-Up

Retired professor

Thru. June 24
8:00 p.m.

SCHOOL POOL
Sign up at school or

CUBS

CAY AN WAS SHOT in the
chest from a distance of four
feet and fatally injured.
Cevahir succeeded in

servatives, John M. Harlan
and Stewart Chief Justice I
Warren E. Burger and Harry
A. Blackmum joined in a
dissenting opinion by Justice
Byron R White, a farmer
deputy attorney
general.
Justice Hugo L. Black filed •
separate question.

BRENDA,

In This Area This Summer

Your Gamma Phi Sisters

from fire-ladders where they
hadbeen stationed for several
hours.
One police officer was
slightly injured in the hand as
he broke a window.

A display of water colors
and oils done by William C.
Jordan, professor emeritus of
education, is currently in the
FLUSHED OUT of the Promenade lounge, Union.
deserted mansion Sunday by
Jordan retired from the
police, they invaded the third- University in 1958 and has
floor apartment of a Turkish spent much of his time
army major and held his working on painting and other
daughter captive after letting artistic endeavors.
The
her mother and brother go.
paintings will be on display
A witness said an a>*my through June 12.
sharpshooter opened the
battle with a single shot from
a nearby building. The shot
hit i'avan in the face.
Detectives in bullet-proof
You Finally
vests and helmets charged
into the third-floor apartment

Your Gamma Phi Sislers

You're really "Getting
it together"!

passing by."
assembly and association.
Stewart said the ordinance "Our decisions establish that
was invalid for two reasons. mere public intolerance and
First, he said, it is vague in animosity cannot be the basis
that "no standard of conduct for abridgment of these
is specified at all " That is, he constitutional freedoms." he
said, each individual officer, said.
judge and juror is free to
The justice added: "The
express his own sensitivities First and 14th Amendments do
in deciding whether a par- not permit a state to make
ticular group was "criminally criminal the exercise of the
annoying."
right of assembly simply
SECOND, STEWART said, because Its exerci.w may be
the ordinance violates the 'annoying' to some people. If
constitutional right of free this were not the rule, the
right of the people to gather in
public places for social or
political purposes would be
continually subject to summary suspension through the
good-faith enforcement of a
prohibition against annoying
conduct."
getting out of the apartment
The ruling was produced
building but was confronted by an unusual
majority.
by a hostile crowd, which Three liberals, William O.
included many women.
Douglas, William Jr. Brennan
He turned back from the Jr. and Thurgood Marshall,
crowd, which had broken were joined by two conthrough a police corden, and
was seized by troops and
police.
The two youths had
dropped a bag containing
Elrom's passport and identity
card Sunday when they
moved from the deserted
mansion to the apartment.

Girl freed after gun battle
in Istanbul terrorist case

PQ. PR4
PQ. KM

TVWX3
French 101, 102, 201
Span. 101, 102, 201

WASHINGTON (AP) - The case wa3 brought to the court
Supreme Court yesterday cut by an antiwar protester and
into the power of police to - for labor pickets who were
clear the streets of "an- arrested on separate ocnoying" groups of people. casions in the city.
In a 5 to 3 decision invalidating a Cincinnati orTHE CINCINNATI ordinance,
the court held dinance, disapproved by a
loitering laws must be five-man majority headed by
specific to be constitutional. Justice Potter Stewart, had
The decision has national made it a crime for three or
implications in that it puts more people to assemble on
shaky ground under loitering city sidewalks "and there
ordinances that are written in conduct themselves in a
general terms. The Cincinnati manner annoying to persons

PI KAPPA ALPHA

ALL ITEMS PRICED

$1.00 TO $2.00
Also

Bonanza Book

Sale
Wide variety of fictioi
& non-fiction titles.

25C & $1
'For All Of The Students
All 01 The Time"
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Falcons run through motions;
defend mythical all-Ohio title
By Via Mannlx
Assistant Sports fedltor

McDonald completed the accomplishment, even Sid
sweep finishing
fourth was out for a stroll."
Well, the meet sponsors
(14:14.9).
A funny bunch these
"When Sink crossed the must'velikedSid's strut in his
Falcon tracksters are.
finish line, I was just coming three-mile and mile(4:06.5)
One week and a half ago around the turn, and looked victories because he was
they knocked themselves out back and saw Ferstle coming awarded the meet's "top
•t the MAC championships at after me" said Tracy. "I runner" trophy, the first time
Ohio University, but wound up couldn't let him catch me it's been given.
fifth.
after hanging on so long, that
Then this past weekend would've been terrible, so I
THERE WAS NO award
most of them merely went said Whoow, I better get my for the Falcon mile relay team
thru the motions, yet they rear end moving. So I put my unfortunately, because with
successfully defended their head down, and kicked it in two of its members running
mythical all-Ohio cham- thi rest of the way."
"under the weather," the
pionship at Kent.
Ferstle had sort of dropped team only managed a fourth
"It was a lazy day. You off the pace set by Sink with place, clocking a 3:18.0.
Just laid around, yawned, which Elliott managed to keep
Ted Farver anchored the
stretched, then got ready for up.
mile relay, and vindicated
your race and ran it," said
Around the middle of the what he felt was a personally
Tracy Elliott. "The fact that race, Ferstle said, "I had a horrible MAC performance,
there was no team scoring mental lapse and lost contact running a :47.0 final leg at the
took something out of it for with the other guys. I wasn't all-Ohio, as well as taking
us,"
pushing at all, and when the second in the open 440 on a
Whatever was taken out of last 440 came up I had a lot of
:47.7.
them, they still strolled in 1-2- energy left, so I burned it up
Both are personal bests for
3-4 in the three-mile, for the the rest of the way."
him, but the achievements
Falcons one big bang of an
"If Klln.it hadn't looked were missing that, again,
afternoon.
back I would've caught him," certain something due to the
team's fourth place finish.
he laughed.
SID SINK ambled in first
"There
wasn't
any
"There was no competition
(13:56.6), Elliott, almost 110 really for us because Miami pressure in the atmosphere at
yards behind him came in didn't bring its key people, all, and it was because it
second (14:08). Jim Ferstle and Ohio State was at the Big wasn't a team meet," said
almost caught Elliott taking Ten championships," said Farver.
George Williams and Mike
third (14:10), while Craig Ferstle. "It was no great
Worth felt some kind of
Itni KIM. i li Mi: SKATINfi
pressure however, because
STADfVM
each threw for personal bests
■I.I
DewliHg
at the all-Ohio in the Javelin
I.M'PIl
and hamme;, respectively.
Williams took third with his
No- Pl„y,„g
E... 7 IS. 9.30 — So. & Su Mot 1 10. 4:30
first 200' plus throw In
competition this year, 204'
11", while Worth heaved his
35-pounder 167' 9 for second
place behind Kent's Jacques
Accambray
who
"soft
touched" his hammer 209'.
Worth now holds the school
record, the old one being 164' 8.
Jan Rubins scored 6019
points in the decathlon taking
fourth place, the second time
he's ever competed in the ten
event competition.
THREE OTHER BEST

When was Hie last time vou were
afraid

performances came from Jim
Spiers a freshman, second in
the steeplechase (9:24.0);
Chris Doyle, fourth in the sixmile 130:04); and though he
didn't place, John Hayes, also
a freshman, ran his fastest
three-mile so far, hanging in
there for a 13:05.
Adding up all the places
they scored, Bowling Green
edged Cincinnati 84-80 for
their second "make-believe"
all-Ohio championship.
This
next
weekend
however, all the makebelieving is over for the
Falcons because they will be
hosting the "little NCAA's of
the midwest," as 45 colleges
invade Bowling Green for the
Central Collegiate Championships
Friday
and
Saturday.

Photos by

IM Notes
The Bromfield Cubs
snared the all-campus
softball crown as they
defeated Sigma Nu in
the final game 9-3. In
earlier games, the
Sigma Nu's stopped the
Delta 94 and the Alpha
Sigs 2-1 to take the
fraternity title.
The
Cubs turned back the
Urge Fellas 9-8 for tht
independent championship. There were
155 teams participating
in the games.
Sigma Chi and Anderson Hall have won
the 1970-71 all-sports
championships in their
respective divisions.
The Sigs totaled 124.5
points to out-distance all
other fraternities. They
won four titles in cross
country, volleyball,
swimming and track
and field.

Rugby action

L. D. Fullerton

Anderson totaled
181.5 points as they
edged Rodgers GI with
177.5.
The Anderson
men took individual
titles In
football,
hockey, soccer and
volleyball.
John Trill won the
1971 Sigma Delta Psi
Trials totaling 578.8
points. Top events for
Trill were 8.4 seconds
for the rope climb, 10.4
for the 100-yard dash
and 20 feet in the long
Jump.
John Free of Anderson Hall has been
selected as the 1970-71
outstanding intramural
athlete. Free was a
member
of
four
championship teams
including football,
hockey, bowling and
volleyball.

The BG Ruggers
wound up season play
Saturday at Sterling
Farm as they downed
two Canadian semi-pro
Rugby teams. The "A"
team beat the "Black
Rocks" from Windsor
28-3 while the "B" team
triumphed over their
opponents,
the
"Boarders", 14-22, also
from Windsor.
Hoss Bentz scored 12
points in extra kick
attempts while Bob
Griswald and Mike
Baltzell scored twice.
Tom Wentz and Chris
Eckenroad also scored
once.
BG's Rugby retired
its season at 8-6 for total
games. The "A" team
compiled a 5-3 score
while the "B" team had
a 3-3 mark.
' : W*

MEN

COUPLEb

WOMEN

SUMMER JOBS ARE SCARCE '
BETTER ACT NOW !
Wc oiler o chonre lo begin on a small scale parttime bo si s now and work into full-time s<.. imer
|ob

You work houis you choose. Ground floor

Witi/m

Underclassmen boost team

Linksmen register 11-3 season

Opportunity lor excellent .ncomr lor those who
start now

By Joe Burchlck
Sports Writer

Don t put oil' Special incentives.

Details 8 p.m. Wed. June 2—Perry

Keep up to date
with todays fashions

Come to
■Mi The McphistoWaltz
.VH'iMWO*;.'

11\ \ -."vALANALDA-JACQUELINE BISSETBARBARA FttRKINS
«»-^RRAl I0IJ UAN-vVHl IAW WNOOM-RATHirFN WOOOESWMflVTjFERD
■■CURTJURGENS
>.*.in>a»»« .,«»!* ■[>-,
- '•, 1

O

9MTM

IWUVVfNOT*

Sporting a very good match
play record and somewhat
holding their own in tournament competition, the
Bowling Green golf squad had
a pretty good overall season
on the collegiate links this past
year.
Playing with primarily
underclassmen, the Falcons
registered an impressive 11-3
mark in match play competition. Tournament wise the
Falcons did hold their own as
they were highly successful in
some and not too successful in
others.

>.HIW.llHU»'l»mKM»«MiRIW«V*'
\( III S II

At Stadium Plaza

III.I I ViikIN
i.i

Stop in And Look At
Our New S'jmmer and Fall line of

Fashions

Now Ploying
■v« 7:30, 9:30

Sol & Sun Mo. 2, 3:40. 5:20

'rlCEONS • • WIM. puncrnt film ih.l ocllpM THE GRADUATE In
TOp
*' **fi£i nulm". non»*l> *nd MdMpaCt. II tpwki lh» unipokr
mint of THE GRADUATE.
B.II1 n«v.ii
DJV-H IBiooktvn
IB.uuiiyn College
Co.im NIMMM.1
Nmao
The
The
girlfriend virgin

The
father

PIGEONS

ludith Crist of NBC
ranks PIGEONS •
kith Five Easy Pieces J
and Midnight Cowboy
JudrthCrist* rave review from Newttw* Magazine and NBC
"PIGEONS is ■ ruity.
kA kteraU movie about youth but oriented to people.
I m in fact a youth version of FIVE EASY Piece*.
'Its protagonist, beautifully portrayed by Jordan Christopher,
about 10 yean younger than th- Jack Nicholson character
Ml he, too, ia the ascapw, to* runaway from roou and
stakwnahipa that art not easy to cope with.
"John Dexler, the brilliant British director, like John
" hajngir before him, has cast an English aye on New York
r— probing, however, not the lower depths that engulfed
■HDNIOHT COWBOY hut the middle aid upper lerela."

This Coupon qood For

$2.00 OFF ON ANY
NOVELTY T-SHIRT AT
"Hot Pants" Thru Aug. 71

"THE TEAM PLAYED
some pretty good overall golf
this season," commented
coach John Piper in reviewing
his second season as golf
helmsman.
"Our underclassmen really did give us
a big lift and helped us play
well through pretty much of
the season."
Junior letterman Rick
Faulk topped the Falcon
golfing averages for the
season. Playing generally at

The Brothers of

ALPHA SIGMA PHI
Congratulate
Our New Neophytes
Ron Smith
Roger Ward
Gory Lustic
Jim Cunningham
Sttve Hough
Dalynn Bandenhop

Chuck Novack
Dan Dollinger
Keith Fowler

Doug Gilmore
Dan Sullenbarger
Dave Grooms
John Kinder

the number one position,
Faulk posted a 78.4 average of
the spring's action. Anderson
was runner-up on the season
averaging with a 78.9. Freshman Steve Blowers was impressive in the season and at
times posted team medalist
honors for the Falcons in
head-to-head matches and
tournaments. He posted a 79.4
average on the year.
Jim
Stone, wholike Faulk will be a
returning senior letterman
next season posted a 79.8
average. Junior Dick Erick
and freshman Jimmy Smith
recorded 80.0 marks on the
year while Scott Masters, a
sophomore, rounded out the
top action getters with an 81.2
ledge.
OTHER GOLFERS on the
squad who did not see much
action this season included
Dave Goble 82.2, Mike Gardner 82.S and Lorin Lacy 83.6.
The best outing for the
Falcons this past season was
at Michigan State in the
Spartan Invitational where
they placed sixth in a very
tough field of 30.
Other
highlights included winning
their own Falcon Invitational
tournament over nine rivals,
and finishing high in both the
Mid-American Conference
Invitational at Hueston Woods
near Miami University and in
the Kepler Invitational at Ohio
State.
However there were some
disappointments for the
Falcons this season too. At the
Bronco Invitational the squad
placed last in the nine team
field. At the Ashland Invitational, the Falcons were
last in the four team
University division and fourth
of eight teams. Last season
BG placed second behind Ohio
University.
But perhaps the biggest
disappointment of the season
came at the Mid-American
Championships at Ohio
University. Just bearely
falling to Ohio University by
two strokes at the Athens
Country Club golf course a

WITH THE GOOD AND
BAD of this season behind
them now, coach Piper's crew
is setting its sights on next
season where they hope to cop
the MAC title.
"Our goal for next season
is to definitely win the MAC
title," stated Piper. "The
championships will be held at
Toledo where we are quiet
familiar with their course.
Also we have five members of
our regular team coming back

recruited for next year's
competition.
Mark McConnell, a future freshmjm
from Coshorton, Ohio was
sectional
tournament
medalist for his school this
past spring and co-medalist in
the district tourmanent. Last
summer he placed third in the
State Pro-Youth tournament
and 12th in the National ProYouth.
Ken Walters, the other
future
freshman at BG
represented
Youngstown
Liberty High school team at
the state golf tournament this
past weekend.
He placed
fourth in the state tournament
with 78-77-155.
His other

Jim Stone

Rick Faulk

week before the MAC
championships, the Falcons
placed fifth of six in the MAC
championships on the same
course.

...next years' seniors
plus six overall lettermen so
we do have a petty good shot
at the title."
Piper would love to see BG
win the championships in his
third season next year as it is
his personal goal to win the
title in his third season as golf
coach.
THE OUTLOOK does indeed look promising for
Bowling Green next season.
Besides the six returning
letterman, two outstanding
high school golfers have been

credentials include Sectional I
Tournament Medalist with a I
73, third place in the District
with a 75, and a second in last I
summers State Pro-Youth |
tournament.
LOOKING AT THE REST 1
of the MAC schools for
season, coach Piper sees Kef
State as the team to beat wi|
Maimi and Bowling Gr
close behind. Ohio Universift
this season's MAC lini
kingpin is rated as a possib]
surprise for next season.
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